INTRODUCTION
Let {X,,, n _> } be a sequence of independent random elements taking values in a separable Banach space (B, {{) . Put S, Z X,. a sequence {X,, n > 1} of random elements is said to satisfy the law of large numbers of Hsu-Robbins type if for any given > 0 Hsu nd Robbins [1] proved that the existence of the second moment of independent, identica,lly distributed rndom vribles for which EX 0, implies the Hsu-Robbins type lw of lrge numbers, grd6s [2] showed that the existence of the second moment of independent, identicMly distributed rndom vribles nd the condition EX 0 is lso the necessary one for the Hsu-Robbins type law of large numbers. Considerations concerning (1.1) for sequences nd subsequences of independent, identically distributed rndom vribles cn be found in Ktz [a] , Bum, Ktz [4] , Asmussen, Eurtz [] nd Out [fi] . The results in those cses re given under the assumption when there exists finite moment of order r (1 < r 5 2).
Some conditions, which guarantee the convergence of (1.1) for sequences nd subsequences in the cse nonidenticMly distributed rndom variables cn be found in Duncan, SzynM [7] , Brtoszyfiski Puri [8] and Kuczmaszevska,, Szynal [9] , [10] . For instance, it has been shown in Duncan, Szynal [7] 
PRELIMINARIES
We need now an extension of Hoffman-Jhrgensen inequality cf. Hoffmann-Jhrgensen [11] , and Gut [6] ., m,d },, E(II' II1,) E(II,S._III, 1)where
Now putting Z.,,, Ir,,,-E},,, and using the inequality (2.2) we get for '= (/3')/2 Note that Theorem 3 generalizes the results presented by Adler [15] .
The following corollary is an extension of Adler's result to independent non-identically distributed B-valued random elements. COROLLARY 7. Let {X,, n >_ be a sequence of independent, B-valued random elements and {T., n > be positive integer valued random variables. Suppose that {a., n > is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers and {/3,,, n > 1} is a sequence of positive constants such that a. The next corollary is an extension of one of the results given in Adler [15] 
